證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2203-020
DIMENSIONS: 22.7cm (Width) 22.7cm (Depth) 36cm (Height)
NAME:
Multicolored Prunus Vase with Phoenix and Peony Patterns

簽發日期 Issuing Date :
2022 年 01 月 25 日
尺寸規格：闊 22.7cm 深 22.7cm 高 36cm
名稱：民初五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶

Produced in the Early Period of the Republic of China (20th century)

2022.01.25

簽發日期 Issuing Date :

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2203-020

2022 年 01 月 25 日

DIMENSIONS: 22.7cm (Width) 22.7cm (Depth) 36cm (Height)
NAME:

尺寸規格：闊 22.7cm 深 22.7cm 高 36cm
名稱：民初五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶

Multicolored Prunus Vase with Phoenix and Peony Patterns
Produced in the Early Period of the Republic of China (20th century)
Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2203-020

This multicolored prunus vase with phoenix and peony patterns has a short and thin neck and round food. Its neck and shoulders are decorated with floral patterns, while its body is embellished with phoenix and peony patterns. The color diffusion
and development are naturalistic. Its texture is clear and lustrous, and the painting is vivid and charming. The biscuit ceramic is thick and heavy. The outer bottom isn’t glazed, and its foot has obvious cutting marks. In terms of the painting, the
beautiful composition is arranged with great discipline. The phoenix, despite being highlighted, blends perfectly with the floral pattern. The entire painting is sophisticated but in perfect order. Meanwhile, the strokes are deep and strong, and the
blue-and-white glaze is bright but simple. The overall style is vivid and vigorous. The body carries a phoenix, below which one can see a circle of seven-petal lotuses facing upward. Additionally, the body contains several peonies with undulating
branches. Prunus vases with peony and phoenix patterns were typical in the Yuan dynasty. In terms of form, ceramic in that time was tall, large, solemn, vigorous and simple. This vase with peony and phoenix patterns has a large body and is in the
distinctive blue-and-white style of the Yuan dynasty.
Market price: USD13,000-36,200

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2203-020
本五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶、瓶短口，束頸，圈足，頸部、肩部紋飾為花卉紋，繪有鳳凰、牡丹紋，五彩料暈散發色自然，質地晶潔，繪畫生動，氣韻非凡，胎體厚重，底部不施釉，修足時代特徵明顯，構圖嚴謹，層次分明，主
題突出，渾然一體，顯得繁而不亂。 筆意深沉有力，青花釉色艷麗之中又帶古樸，風格生動豪放。 瓶身飾鳳凰一隻，瓶下別飾一週七瓣仰蓮紋，瓶身多朵纏枝牡丹。 牡丹花、鳳凰紋梅瓶是元代大器，在造型上，元代瓷器會
給人一種高大、莊重、渾厚、質樸的感覺，而這隻牡丹鳳凰紋梅瓶瓷身碩大，具有明顯的元朝時期的青花風格。 是值得收藏的佳品。

市場價格： USD13,000-36,200 元

2022.01.25

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2203-021
DIMENSIONS: 22.3cm (Width) 22.4cm (Depth) 36.5cm (Height)
NAME:
Multicolored Prunus Vase with Phoenix and Peony Patterns

簽發日期 Issuing Date :
2022 年 01 月 25 日
尺寸規格：闊 22.3cm 深 22.4cm 高 36.5cm
名稱：民初五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶

Produced in the Early Period of the Republic of China (20th century)

2022.01.25

簽發日期 Issuing Date :

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2203-021

2022 年 01 月 25 日

DIMENSIONS: 22.3cm (Width) 22.4cm (Depth) 36.5cm (Height)
NAME:

尺寸規格：闊 22.3cm 深 22.4cm 高 36.5cm
名稱：民初五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶

Multicolored Prunus Vase with Phoenix and Peony Patterns
Produced in the Early Period of the Republic of China (20th century)
Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2203-021

This multicolored prunus vase with phoenix and peony patterns has a short and thin neck and round food. Its neck and shoulders are decorated with floral patterns, while its body is embellished with phoenix and peony patterns. The color diffusion
and development are naturalistic. Its texture is clear and lustrous, and the painting is vivid and charming. The biscuit ceramic is thick and heavy. The outer bottom isn’t glazed, and its foot has obvious cutting marks. In terms of the painting, the
beautiful composition is arranged with great discipline. The phoenix, despite being highlighted, blends perfectly with the floral pattern. The entire painting is sophisticated but in perfect order. Meanwhile, the strokes are deep and strong, and the
blue-and-white glaze is bright but simple. The overall style is vivid and vigorous. The body carries a phoenix, below which one can see a circle of seven-petal lotuses facing upward. Additionally, the body contains several peonies with undulating
branches. Prunus vases with peony and phoenix patterns were typical in the Yuan dynasty. In terms of form, ceramic in that time was tall, large, solemn, vigorous and simple. This vase with peony and phoenix patterns has a large body and is in the
distinctive blue-and-white style of the Yuan dynasty.
Market price: USD13,000-36,200

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2203-021
本五彩鳳戲牡丹紋梅瓶、瓶短口，束頸，圈足，頸部、肩部紋飾為花卉紋，繪有鳳凰、牡丹紋，五彩料暈散發色自然，質地晶潔，繪畫生動，氣韻非凡，胎體厚重，底部不施釉，修足時代特徵明顯，構圖嚴謹，層次分明，主
題突出，渾然一體，顯得繁而不亂。 筆意深沉有力，青花釉色艷麗之中又帶古樸，風格生動豪放。 瓶身飾鳳凰一隻，瓶下別飾一週七瓣仰蓮紋，瓶身多朵纏枝牡丹。 牡丹花、鳳凰紋梅瓶是元代大器，在造型上，元代瓷器會
給人一種高大、莊重、渾厚、質樸的感覺，而這隻牡丹鳳凰紋梅瓶瓷身碩大，具有明顯的元朝時期的青花風格。 是值得收藏的佳品。

市場價格： USD13,000-36,200 元

2022.01.25

